ISC EAST RETURNS TO NYC, ADDS NDEM

ISC East returns to New York City live this year on November 17 and 18 with a full slate of activities, education, networking and a packed expo floor. This year, the event at Javits Center will occur adjacent to and in cooperation with the first annual Natural Disaster & Emergency Management Expo (NDEM). Security and emergency management professionals, whose concerns and functions overlap in many cases, will have full access to both events.

The SIA education program at ISC East will feature a keynote address from organizers and security officials at the New York City Marathon. With 53,000 athletes and more than a million spectators lining...
States to Test System Readiness In Simulated Attack On Electrical Grid

Four states will take part in an exercise later this month to test the resiliency of their electrical grids.

The National Governors Association (NGA) says it will support four states – California, Connecticut, Illinois and Utah – as they participate in the nationwide GridEx VI exercise, which reviews and tests energy emergency preparedness through a simulated coordinated cyber and physical incident on the electrical grid.

Scheduled for Nov. 16-17, the biennial exercise conducted by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) includes hundreds of participants from organizations representing...

When Cyber and Mobile Merge – A New Physical Security Frontier

Sponsored by: RS2 Technologies

Security professionals are increasingly leveraging new technologies around mobile, cyber, and cloud-based solutions. People expect technology to provide them with greater convenience – and now, enhanced security. The mobile revolution has become a vital part of security today and access control. Entirely new mobile credential ecosystems that rely on smartphones are replacing the need to carry traditional plastic access cards. And more business operations are relying on cyber and cloud-based solutions to function in a perimeter-less world. Join RS2 Technologies for this webinar on December 14th at 1:00PM (CT) to learn more. Register Today.
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Open camera platform combining Intelligent Video Analytics and software apps for customized solutions

Learn More

Other Trending Industry Articles
- CRAFTING GREAT RFQS: 12 WAYS TO MAKE YOUR COMPANY’S MESSAGE IRRESISTIBLE
- REPORT LOOKS AT DUTIES, COMPETENCE OF FRONTLINE SECURITY PROS
- HONEYWELL WINS SAFE CITY PROJECT IN INDIA
- IN-OFFICE SECURITY A HIGH PRIORITY AS EMPLOYEES HEAD BACK TO IN-PERSON WORK

Register Today for ISC East  
November 17-18 | Javits Center, NYC

Taking place only 2 weeks away on November 17-18 at the Javits Center in NYC, ISC East is the Northeast's leading security & public safety event, hosted in collaboration with premier sponsor Security Industry Association (SIA) and in partnership with ASIS NYC. Each year, in order to keep our communities safe and secure, security dealers, installers, integrators, and consultants, along with corporate, government and law enforcement/first responder practitioners, convene in New York City to network, learn and evaluate the latest technologies and solutions from premier exhibiting brands. Register today for ISC East and experience the combination of one-on-one conversations with top innovators, high-quality special events, and cutting-edge education and training, that make ISC East the most comprehensive East Coast event to guide the industry in getting back to business.

REGISTER TODAY
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